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Triboelectric nanogenerators (TENG) is a promising route for harvesting ambient mechanical energy to obtain
clean and renewable electricity. However, the durability of materials still limits its practical applications for
continuous operation. Here, a radial-arrayed TENG was integrated with a transmission mechanism, which suc
cessfully maximized the sustainable operation with less triboelectric material wear and damage. Through the
rational design of the transmission mechanism, triboelectric layers were first charged by the contact electrifi
cation due to the wave impact from the sides, and charges were transferred by the electrostatic induction
continuously because of the tumbler’s design. In this case, frictional resistance between the triboelectric layers
were successfully eliminated, which largely enhances its robustness and durability. After running for 500 k
cycles, there is only 1.8% degradation. The TENG could convert one single impact into multiple cycles of ro
tations, which improves the energy harvesting efficiency for sustainably driving and charging commercial
electronics, immediately demonstrating the feasibility of the TENG as a practical power source with extended
lifetime and durability. Given exceptional durability and unprecedented applicability resulting from novel de
signs, this work provides an attractive strategy for the study of triboelectric nanogenerator’s durability and fa
cilitates the development of the self-powered systems.

1. Introduction
A rapid progress of microelectronics, information technology and
Internet of Things (IoT) is predicted to change the human’s life all
around the world [1–6]. A key challenge in achieving these goals is the
need to develop integrated sustainable power sources into the IoT sys
tems to support the ubiquitous and mobile operation of sensing nodes,
since the traditional batteries inevitably require periodic replacement or
recharging and have potential environmental pollution [7,8]. So har
vesting ambient energy as a continuous and self-sufficient energy source
is considered as a reliable and independent strategy for such electronic
devices [9–11]. Various technological approaches have been put for
ward to efficiently convert ambient energies into electric power, such as
piezoelectric [12,13], thermoelectric [14,15], and triboelectric effects
[16,17]. Triboelectric nanogenerator is characterized by the high output

voltage, light-weight, high power density, environmental friendliness,
and diverse choice of materials as a continuous and self-sufficient energy
source [18–26]. Extensive efforts have been made to fabricate various
TENGs for obtaining different energy in environments [27–33]. Never
theless, the frictional force between the two triboelectric materials
would lead to output degradation because of the material’s wear and
surface damage. No fundamental approach has yet been proposed for the
solving the durability and stability of the TENG. Although Guo et al. [34]
presented a high-performance TENG on the basis of charge replenish
ment by introducing a rod rolling friction in the structure design.
However, the frictional force between the rod and triboelectric layer will
lead to the degradation of the surface morphologies. Therefore, attain
ing extreme robust and durable TENG without material abrasion for
long-time operation is still a challenge.
Herein, we presented a strategy to maximize the TENG’s durability
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by a conjunction of a transmission mechanism and radial-arrayed TENG.
In the protocol, an external trigger on a flabellum drives two tribo
electric materials of the TENG’s rotor and stator to physically contact,
which will produce triboelectric charges respectively on the two sur
faces. Under external disturbances, the charged TENG’s rotor could
periodically swing without any contact as a simple pendulum, which
well significantly reduced the material abrasion and largely enhanced
the device’s durability. Owing to the innovative design of pendulum
rotor, the TENG presents frequency-multiplied output performance at a
low driving frequency, largely improving energy-conversion efficiency.
Furthermore, the practical applicability of the TENG for long-time
operation as a power source is demonstrated, and the energy scav
enging from water wave can be stored in a capacitor and to drive a
digital sensor. Given the superior device robustness and highperformance electric output, adapting this methodology will aid in the
development of stable energy-harvesting research as well as further
promote the applications of TENGs for engineering applications.

outer cylinder shell. It has a three-layer structure: a polytetrafluoro
ethylene (PTFE) film as a triboelectric material, an electrodes plate with
a complementary electrode and an acrylic substrate. There exists a tiny
gap (~0.5 mm) between the rotator and stator, namely, the freestanding gap for the rotor’s rotation to swing without any frictional
force. Thus, this structure design not only is sensitive to external me
chanical excitation but also accounts for excellent durability, making the
TENG practically reliable and robust. The photographs of the asfabricated TENG, rotor, and stator are exhibited in Fig. 1c. Addition
ally, to further enhance the output performance of the TENG, nano
structures on the PTFE surface were created through the inductively
coupled plasma (ICP) etching treatment, as shown in Fig. 1d. The
detailed fabrication process was is presented in the Experimental
Section.

2. Results and discussion

The operation mechanism of the as-fabricated TENG based on the
unique conjugation of contact electrification and electrostatic induction
is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2, which demonstrates the charge
transfer process of the device under short-circuit condition. At original
state, supposing there are no original charges on the surfaces of the
triboelectric layers, as depicted in Fig. 2a(i). When an external trigger
such as the water wave is applied to the TENG, the flabellum will turn
the force from various directions into one single direction of movement
to press the rod and compress the spring. And the rotor fixed at the
transmission rod will naturally contact with the stator, as shown in Fig. 2
a(ii). An equal amount of negative and positive charges will be,
respectively, generated on the surfaces of PTFE film and the nylon film
due to the difference of the electron affinity between two triboelectric
materials [35]. Then the spring returns to its original position, resulting
in the separation of the charged rotor and stator, as depicted in Fig. 2a
(iii). This is the automatic process of the contact electrification for the
device.
Due to the disturbance or tiny waves generated by water wave, the
charged TENG’s rotor could periodically swing without any frictional
force as a simple pendulum along the axis. We define the initial state as
the rotator is aligned with electrode A. The positive charge density on

2.2. Electricity generation process

2.1. Structure design
As sketched in Fig. 1a, a TENG has been fabricated to scavenge water
wave energy to demonstrate the feasibility of this method. The device
has two major motion parts: a transmission motion part and radialarrayed rotation part, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 1b. The
transmission mechanism consists of a flabellum, an acrylic rod, and a
spring. The acrylic rod connects the flabellum and spring. The flabellum
could convert the wave force form various direction into a single di
rection, so that a wave force from sides of the device would push the
flabellum to move left. And then the spring works as an elastic part to
pull the flabellum back. As for the radial-arrayed TENG, this part is
composed of a rotor section and a stator section, the rotator fixed at the
acrylic rod with a center bearing is a radially-arrayed sector of nylon
materials separated by equal-degree intervals. An iron mass was
installed in the back edge of the rotor to form a tumbler-like structure, so
that the rotator section swing like a pendulum, as shown in the inset in
Fig. 1b. The stator with the same dimensions of the rotor is fixed with the

Fig. 1. Structural design of the triboelectric nanogenerator for ocean energy. (a) Schematic illustration of the triboelectric nanogenerator in water. (b) Schematic
diagram of the triboelectric nanogenerator composed of stators, rotators, spring, and flabellum. (c) Photograph of the fabricated TENG, a rotator, and a stator. (d)
SEM images of the etched PTFE film.
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Fig. 2. Schematics of the operating principle of the triboelectric nanogenerator. (a) The contact electrification for (i) TENG at non-charged state, (ii) TENG charged
by external trigger force, and (iii) TENG at charged state. (b) The electrostatic induction for (i) the initial state in which the rotator is in alignment with electrode A
(The three sections from top to bottom illustrate the three-dimensional schematic, charge distribution in short-circuit condition), (ii) the intermediate state in which
the rotator is spinning away from the initial position, and (iii) the final state in which the rotator is in alignment with electrode B.

the rotator is twice as much as that of negative ones on the stator owing
to contact area difference, as illustrated in Fig. 2b(i). Ideally, due to the
electrostatic induction, there will induce an equal amount of negative
and positive charges distributed on the electrode A and B, respectively.
Once the nylon film on the rotor slides from electrode A toward elec
trode B, the electrons will flow from electrode A to electrode B though
the external load to balance a potential difference, as demonstrated in
Fig. 2b(ii). When the nylon film reaches the overlapping position of
electrode B at the final state, an equal amount of negative and positive
charges is distributed on the two electrodes (Fig. 2b(iii)). And further

sliding beyond the final state will generate a reversed current due to the
periodical structure. Furthermore, the free-standing gap between rotor
and stator is beneficial to the periodically rotation, leading to a multiple
output performance at a low-frequency exaction. Owing to the auto
matically charged process and the free-standing gap, the triboelectric
material abrasion is successfully minimized, resulting in the supreme
robustness and ultralong lifetime of the above TENG.

Fig. 3. Factors that influence the transferred charge quantity of the TENG. (a) Schematic of external trigger from water wave. (b) The transferred charge quantity at
different triggers. (c) The detailed output charge curve, and the transferred charge quantity at versus trigger cycles. (d) The dependence of the transferred charge
performance on various time of intervals. (e) The dependence of the transferred charge performance on various forces. (f) The transferred charge performance for
different trigger angles at the force of 5 N.
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2.3. Electrical characterization

exaction acceleration, because a larger exaction acceleration shortens
the cycle time, so that a certain amount of electrons flow in a shorter
time. Moreover, a single excitation on the TENG would lead to a long
time of rotation, as long as 22 s, until the rotor eventually comes to rest,
rending a long-term and frequency-multiplied output performance due
to the pendulum-like structure without any frictional force for opera
tion, which largely enhances the energy harvesting efficiency, as
demonstrated in Fig. 4b. This result shows that this TENG has
outstanding energy harvesting capability for the low-frequency excita
tion. Various load resistances were connected to the TENG, and the
output current and power across the resistor were measured, as
demonstrated in Fig. 4c. The measured maximum output power reaches
to74 μW with the matched resistance of 100 MΩ. And the instantaneous
output power at its matched resistance and the produced energy for a
single excitation were also demonstrated in Fig. S3. Besides, Supple
mentary Fig. S4 also illustrates the charging performances of the TENG
for different capacitors, showing an excellent energy collection ability.
Importantly, the TENG based on the special designed rends excep
tional durability in regards to external mechanical stimuli. We firstly
investigated the behavior of the accumulated charge amount for a longterm working condition, as illustrated in Fig. 4d and Supplementary
Fig. S5. The accumulated charge amount just decays 12.8% for the
operation time of 10 min without any charge process, showing a super
ability of long-term charge retention, which largely contributes to the
stable output of TENG, especially for the ultra-low frequency excita
tions. A further step was taken to test the output durability of the TENG
at an interval time (T) of 2s for one trigger, as shown in Fig. 4e and
Supplementary Fig. S6. It is found that in spite of tiny deviation at the
original state, the voltage signal stayed stable within a total of 500 k
working cycles (Attenuation:1.8%), indicating the excellent sturdiness
and durability of the device. The super durability of the TENG is bene
ficial from the creative structural mechanism, the frictional resistance
between the triboelectric layers and the material’s abrasion are signifi
cantly minimized. In this regard, it is convincing that the performance of
as-fabricated TENG is capable and reliable for long-term service.

As is well-known, the amount of transferred charges is one of the
most important parameters of triboelectric nanogenerators since it
directly determines the output performance. Here, a programmable
linear motor is applied as an external exaction to provide a periodic
trigger, as shown in Fig. 3a. Firstly, we investigated the change of the
transferred charge amount with a periodic trigger at the force of 10 N, as
demonstrated in Fig. 3b. The transferred charge amount increases
rapidly in the first ten triggers and then reaches a steady value in the
following triggers. Fig. 3c (top panel) shows the detailed output charge
curve at the saturated state, which depicted multiple output charges for
single trigger due to the radial-arrayed structure design. And Supple
mentary Fig. S1 demonstrates the corresponding output voltage and
current with the multiple output characteristics. Additionally, Fig. 3c
(bottom panel) shows the accumulated charge amount for the TENG by
the continuous triggers with the interval time of 2s, it can be seen that
the efficient charge amount linearly increases in the initial stage, and
then increases slowly after ten triggers, and reaching a saturated state
with the charge amount of 75 nC. We also explored the interval time (T)
of the trigger on the accumulated charge amount, as demonstrated in
Fig. 3d. A smaller interval time (T) contributes to reaching the saturated
state faster, since the trigger number is increased in unit time. The
trigger force on the accumulated charge amount was systematically
investigated, as shown in Fig. 3e and f. The charge amount increases
with the elevation of the axial force, and a larger force leads to a faster
growth rate (Fig. 3e). As the increase of the force would lead to a better
contact between the triboelectric materials, and result in a larger tribocharges. Fig. 3f illustrates the accumulated charge amount at different
trigger angles of the axial force with the same values. With the axial
angle increase, the accumulated charge amount decreased dramatically
due to the axial force Fx reduced, and the output voltage also shows the
same trend, as depicted in Supplementary Fig. S2.
To comprehensively investigate the electrical output performance of
the TENG, the influence of the acceleration of external excitations on the
performance of the TENG was studied, as demonstrated in Fig. 4a. The
amplitude of output voltage remains stable, which is independent of the
acceleration since it is only determined by the charge density. In com
parison, the output current increases with the enhancement of the

2.4. Applications
Given the features of the simple structure, low-cost, excellent

Fig. 4. The output performance of the TENG. (a) Open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current at different accelerations. (b) The lasting time of the output voltage
for a trigger. (c) The current, voltage and power output of SCE-TENG with voltage stabilization under various external load. (d) The performance of the charge
amount for long-term operations without charge process. (e) The durability of the TENG over various cycles.
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durability and compatibility, the TENGs are possible large-scale
manufacturing and applied to the large-scale energy generation.
Fig. 5a illustrates the TENG arrays for large-scale energy harvesting, in
which each TENG is individually rectified then parallelly connected to
power the sensor nodes. Furthermore, multi-radial-arrayed TENGs could
be embedded into one device to elevate the electrical output, resulting in
the enhancement of the power density, as illustrated in Fig. 5b. The
output current of the device with two radial-arrayed TENGs is twice as
large as the current of the device with one, but the output voltages of the
devices are almost the same values due to the parallel design (Supple
mentary Fig. S7). Besides, the charging performances for different
radial-arrayed TENGs in a device was also demonstrated that the
charging rate increases with the number increase of the radial-arrayed
TENGs, as depicted in Fig. 5c. The device with two units can charge
the capacitor to 6.8 V in 60 s, but the device with a single unit could only
charge to 3.6 V within the same time.
Water wave energy is the largest estimated global resource form of
renewable energy, however, it is a great challenge to harvest the ocean
energy efficiently at low cost due to the low-frequency motion and the
form of local oscillating motions in small regions at most of the time. The
proposed TENG is deemed to be a promising way to exploit the wave
energy efficiently. Fig. 5d shows an imagine screen of the TENG arrays
for large-scale water wave energy harvesting. Hundreds of unit were
parallelly connected to scavenge water wave energy. Various applica
tions of the TENG in water wave energy harvesting have been demon
strated. Fig. 5e demonstrated the utilization of the electrical energy
obtained by the developed TENG from the water wave to power the
light-emitting diodes (LEDs). The word “OCEAN” composed of 55 LEDs
can be lighted up by the TENG continuously by a single device (see
Supplementary Video S1). Moreover, the TENG also can drive the sensor
nodes in the environment to form a self-powered monitoring system.
Fig. 5f and Supplementary Video S2 illustrated the photograph and
video of the digital thermometer successfully powered by the developed
TENG. These applications indicate the capability of the developed TENG
in converting environment energy for self-powered systems as well as
possibility for generating electricity at a large scale.
Supplementary video related to this article can be found at https

3. Conclusions
In summary, we proposed a rational strategy to boost the durability
of TENG by integrating a radial-arrayed TENG with a transmission
mechanism, achieving the continuous operation for long-term service.
The transmission mechanism makes the process of the contact electri
fication automatically and periodically, and radial-arrayed TENG with
pendulum-like structure could work without triboelectric material
abrasion due to the free-standing gap between rotor and stator, which
not only could scavenge ambient energy but also features the advantages
of frequency-multiplied output performance as well as excellent
robustness and durability of the device. Systematical investigations of
the dependence of charge amount on the interval time, force and di
rections of external triggers were studied comprehensively to obtain a
thorough understanding of the charging process. In addition, the
developed TENG array was employed to harvest water wave energy to
continuously power a thermometer, which provides a possible green
method to construct marine self-powered systems. Benefiting from the
advantages of supreme robustness, and frequency-multiplied output,
this work presented a straightforward and effective solution to address
the robustness and durability of the TENG for continuous operation,
which should be immediately and extensively adopted in large-scale
energy harvesting as well as extensive applications in self-powered hy
drological sensing systems.
4. Experimental section
Fabrication of the TENG. For the transmission mechanism, an
acrylic rod with the diameter of 10 mm was tailored by laser cutting
(PLS6.75, Universal Laser Systems) as the transmission bar. A spring
with an inner diameter of 10 mm was mounted at one end of the acrylic
rod, then a metal flabellum was fixed the other end of the acrylic rod to
sense the external exactions. For the radial-arrayed TENG, two acrylic
sheets were cut into two disks as the substrates with a diameter of 13 cm
and 12 cm, respectively. Then the patterns of the two sets of

Fig. 5. Output performance of the TENG array and applications. (a) Schematic diagram of the rectification circuit for the array. (b) Comparison of the TENG with one
and two disk-TENG units, and (c) the charging performance to a capacitor of 10 μF. (d) Imaginary picture of future large-scale TENG networks for harvesting water
wave blue energy. (e) Photograph of the TENG to power a serial LED. (f) Photograph of the TENG to power a thermometer.
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